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Stampin’ Up! Supplies:
Stamps:  Wicked Cool
Ink: Basic Black
Card Stock: Basic Black, Daffodil Delight, Pumpkin Pie, Whisper White
Accessories: Big Shot Die-Cut Machine, Mini Milk Carton Bigz Die, Perfect Pennants Bigz Die, Spider Web Embossing Folder, 1-
1/4” Circle Punch, ½” Circle Punch, Bitty Shapes Punch Pack Circle, Scallop Oval Punch, Large Oval Punch, Two-Step Bird 
Punch, Brights Brads, Crop-a-Dile, Basic Black 1/8” Taffeta Ribbon, White Gel pen, Paper Piercer, Mat Pack, Illuminate Top 
Coat Smooch Pearlized Accent Ink, Stampin’ Sponge, Sticky Strip

Instructions:
1. Use the Big Shot Die-Cut Machine and the Mini Milk Carton Bigz Die to cut two milk cartons from Basic Black card stock 

(5-1/2” x 8-1/2” piece).  The sandwich that I use on my Big Shot Machine is starting at the bottom – a cutting pad, a 
thin cardboard shim, the Mini Milk Carton die, the card stock being cut, the Crease pad.  Run through and cut one piece 
at a time.  You will need two Mini Milk cartons for this project.

2. Cut the last full panel off of each Mini Milk carton – Important NOTE:  keep the panel with the tab you need that to 
connect the pieces together.  Do this for both Mini Milk Carton pieces.

The center panel of each piece is missing a diagonal score line at the top – you will want to add that with a bone folder 
so that it will fold easily when you close the top.



3. Use the Big Shot Die-Cut Machine and the Perfect Pennants Die to cut two of the medium sized pennants.  The sandwich 
that I use on my Big Shot Machine is starting at the bottom – a cutting pad, the Perfect Pennants die, the card stock 
being cut, a cutting pad.  Run through and cut two pieces.  You can cut both at the same time since there are no scoring 
lines.  Next take the two pennants and lay them inside the Spider Web Textured Embossing Folder and run through the 
Big Shot Machine.  The sandwich that I use on my Big Shot machine is starting at the bottom – the multi-purpose 
platform open to Tab 1, a cutting pad, the embossing folder with the card stock inside, a cutting pad.  Emboss both 
pennants.  These will become the bat wings.

4. Now we will connect the two Mini Milk Cartons together to form a hexagon shaped box.  Put Sticky Strip on the tabs 
and connect one carton to the other forming one long piece with six panels. 

Add sticky strip to the other tab.  I folded my box over so two panels were on the 
top with the tab and the other four are underneath and then fold the last panel 
over and stick it to the tab – for me this is the easiest way to make sure it is lined 
up.   Now you have all the panels connected together.

5. To connect the bottoms and create the hexagon shape you will connect the flaps from opposite sides and line them up 
with one another.  Put sticky strip on one tab and then line it up and stick it to the tab on the opposite side.

Repeat with the next tab connecting it to the opposite side.



Then connect the last two tabs to complete the bottom of the box.  You should end up with a hexagon shape.

6. The wings will be attached on each side of the box – I found it best to attach them where the two seams are that you 
connected the milk cartons.  Before you attach them position each one so the embossing is facing out to the front and 
then punch the bottom edge of each with the 1-1/4” Circle punch to create the cut outs on the base.  

To attach the wings I used sticky strip – I attached half of the piece to the very edge of the wing where it will attach to 
the box.  Pull of the red liner and fold it back on itself.

          
Take each wing and attach to the side of the box with the embossing facing forward.  I then folded the wing back and 
curl the ends forward a little bit.



7. Add shimmer to the wings and the body of the bat.  I used the Illuminate Top Coat Smooch Pearlized Accent Ink – I 
dabbed it onto a Stampin’ Sponge and then ran the sponge over the embossing and over the box to and some sparkle.

8. Create the bat face on the front center panel.  The eyes are a Whisper Whit ½” Circle then a Bitty Circle punched from 
either Daffodil Delight or Pumpkin Pie.  Then pierce a hole in the center and add a brad in the opposite color.  I attached 
these to the box with a tiny piece of Stampin’ Dimensional.  The fangs are cut using the tail of the Two-Step Bird punch.

      
I attached the fangs to the box using the 2-way Glue pen.  Then add a mouth with the White Gel Pen.

9. Fold the tops in on the score lines to create the top.

   
Then you will pinch each pair and punch a hole through them for the ribbon – I used the small hole punch from the 
crop-a-dile to punch the holes.  String a piece of Basic Black 1/8” Taffeta Ribbon through the holes.  I added a tag –
Spooky from the Wicked Cool stamp set stamped in Basic Black ink on Pumpkin pie card stock.  Punch out with the 
Large Oval punch and mat on a Scallop Oval punched from Daffodil Delight.  

Fill with treats and then pull the top shut and tie a bow in the front.


